Endpoint Systems Achieves HIPAA Compliance with Verification from Compliancy Group

Systems integrator and endpoint software solutions provider continues to improve service to health IT market

BOYTON BEACH, FLORIDA (PRWEB) September 13, 2017 -- Endpoint Systems, a system integrator and developer of endpoint software solutions, today announced it has achieved full regulatory HIPAA compliance with the federally regulated standards of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), verified by the HIPAA Seal of Compliance®.

HIPAA is a set of regulatory standards governing the security, privacy, and integrity of sensitive health care data, called “protected health information” (PHI). PHI is any demographic health care-related information that can be used to identify a patient. If vendors who service health care clients come into contact with PHI in any way, those vendors must be HIPAA-compliant.

Endpoint Systems has implemented a full compliance program, adhering to the necessary regulatory standards outlined in the HIPAA Privacy Rule, HIPAA Security Rule, HIPAA Breach Notification Rule, HIPAA Omnibus Rule, PCI, and HITECH. These standards have been heavily vetted against the letter of the law and meet federal NIST requirements. Endpoint's compliance has been verified by the HIPAA subject matter experts and Compliance Coaches at Compliancy Group.

The HIPAA Seal of Compliance Verification is a powerful third-party compliance verification standard, issued to organizations that have implemented an effective HIPAA compliance program as outlined by federal HIPAA regulation.

Endpoint Systems has completed its HIPAA Compliance implementation program under the guidance of Compliancy Group's team of expert Compliance Coaches®. “The important intersection between HIPAA compliance and data security is often lost on IT providers working in the health care space” said Lucas Vogel, owner of Endpoint Systems. “Endpoint Systems always endeavors to differentiate itself by providing clients with products and services that fit all their needs, which in today’s market includes utmost attention to security and privacy. Achieving the HIPAA Seal of Compliance Verification is our way of continuing to stay up to date with our customer’s needs in the healthcare IT market.”

About Endpoint Systems

Endpoint Systems is a systems integrator, software products and services company dedicated to all things related to the endpoint - from web applications to APIs and cloud services - anything you can find at the end of a URL. Endpoint is an Oracle Gold partner and has partnered with Oracle to create Figaro, the embedded, native XML database for the Microsoft .NET Framework that provides real document storage for .NET developers. For more information see http://endpointsystems.com/index.html
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.